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Praying the Psalter 

raying the Psalter is standard office for many Christian monastics throughout the centuries.  The 
Benedictines refer to the Psalter as the prayer book of Jesus.  Yeshua certainly used the Jewish 

Psalter; canonical and non-canonical gospels contain quotations and references from the Psalms on the 
lips of our Master Teacher.  Abbot Lynn’s translation Ancient Songs Sung Anew: The Psalms as Poetry 
has found a place in the daily library of monks and friends in the Oriental Orthodox Order in the West. 

The lectionary reading for September 2, 3, and 4 is Psalm 58 which Lynn titles: “A Cry for Justice from 
the Heart of the World.” This is a very difficult psalm as it invokes the human instinct of vengeance for 
those who instigate and benefit from injustice. The NIV reads “the righteous will be glad when they are 
avenged, when they dip their feet in the blood of the wicked.”  The Psalms, as we are all aware, is not 
shy about addressing all human instincts and emotions—love, lust, reverence, awe, anger, hate, 
depression, ecstasy, and so on.  Traditional Jewish theology of human emotions differs from traditional 
Christian theology.  My Sunday school upbringing in evangelical churches taught me to think in the 
binary categories of virtues and vice.  Love is good; hate is evil.  This theology is rooted in Augustinian 
categories of human depravity and original sin, categories that are understood in significantly different 
ways in the Jewish tradition.  I’d like to suggest that our reading of the Psalms (especially when we turn 
to these difficult passages that invoke revenge, hate, and anger) should be read with Jewish eyes.  As 
monks in the Oriental Orthodox Order we are attuned to hearing wisdom teachers from the larger 
family of religious traditions.  These teachers round out our own tradition.  Let me suggest that Saadia 
ibn Yusuf al Fayyumi (882-942 CE) as a teacher who can shed light how we might read Psalm 58 and its 
call for vengeance. 

Lynn translates the passage I quoted above (verse 10) as: “And when at last true justice comes in 
payment for their evil deeds, may we ourselves sit down to soak these weary feet in the bloody streams 
of victory.”  How does Rabbi Saadia help us in thinking about this difficult sentiment since we know good 
and well that revenge often leads to an endless cycle of reciprocal violence?  In his The Book of Beliefs 
and Opinions, Saadia says that there are 13 “passions”: self-denial, hunger, sexual drive, love, avarice, 
progeny, achievement, longevity, power, revenge, knowledge, devotion, ease.  Each of these passions is 
good when they are held in balance.  For example, “sexual drive” is good and appropriate when it is 
expressed as the medium point between “pure lust” for an object and “desire” for union.  If it moves too 
far in either extreme it becomes destructive to both neighbor and self.  For a passion to maintain 
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integrity there must be balance.  (Note: Augustine saw sexual desire as always wrong.)  Avarice, or 
greed, from a Christian stand is a vice.  Yet Saadia suggests that it, as an instinct that is properly 
balanced, may lead to the accumulation of wealth which can be used in service to one’s family and 
community.  Wealth in itself is not evil.  It is the imbalance that is the problem.  Without wealth we 
would not have schools, roads, arts, plumbing, hospitals, etc, etc. 

What about vengeance?  How can it be a good?  How can it be balanced?  Saadia says that without a 
strong instinct for vengeance no one would ever be held accountable for injustices that they commit.  I 
think he is right.  Unless we are emotionally engaged and energized at the gut-level when we see 
injustice, we will not be motivated to act, motivated to stop this from happening.  Stopping the 
oppressor takes great energy; it takes passion.  Think about the passion for justice heard in the sermons 
of MLK.  Where does that guttural response come from?  For MLK, vengeance belonged to the Lord, yes, 
but his instinctual cry to stop the violence of racists echoes Psalms 58 (quoting Lynn’s translation): “O 
God, break loose these savage teeth that tear and rend the world.  Defang, disarm these ravening beasts 
that wound us so.  Let them vanish from this earth like water when it pours and runs away.” As I read 
these words this morning, I thought of specific political leaders in American and world history who I am 
glad, indeed happy, are no longer in power.  Individuals whose fangs no longer tear into the innocent.  I 
thought of Richard Nixon.  I thought of Idi Amin.  I saw first-hand the devastation that Amin wrought in 
Uganda when I visited eastern Uganda in 1979.  Hundreds of thousands of Ugandans were killed by this 
thug.  Yet, he was never arrested; Saudi Arabia gave him sanctuary and he lived out his life there until a 
death at an old age.  My gut tells me that justice was not served.  It is visceral.  My gut speaks.  It says 
that he did not get what he deserved.  Did Nixon get what he deserved?  Was his pardon justice?  My 
head says I’m not sure.  My gut says he did not get justice. 

Yeshua taught us to be wise as serpents and innocent as doves.  As we engage our communities in this 
time of national and international collapse, may we be motivated for justice in ways that do not cause 
more violence but in ways that, indeed, call for justice.  We do not have the option of ignoring our 
passions that Saadia says make us fully human.  May we hope, as the Psalmist does at the conclusion of 
Psalm 58: “Then all the broken ones who carried such heavy burdens on their backs, will finally cry, ‘Yes 
there is a God who governs us and earth with deep integrity!’” (Bauman’s translation). 

~~  Abbot Blake  


